
NexCap® Mobile Assets Tracking is a complete 
mobile solution for assets flow management 
with RFID dedicated to Nuclear and Aerospace 
industries. 

Equipped with passive RFID tags, your assets are 
identified, inventoried and localized in real-time.

Through the NexCap® Software Platform, all 
information associated to your assets (location, 
condition, quantity, conformity, last control, etc.) are 
available in real-time and archived automatically. 

You have a complete control and traceability of your 
assets movements ensuring gains in security and 
productivity.

MOBILE RFID SOLUTION FOR ASSETS 
MANAGEMENT

BENEFITS
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Nexess Smart RFID Solutions:

Quality: automatic assets control (inventory, stock management, etc.) 

Productivity: real-time vision of assets availability

Regulatory: management and traceability of assets controls 

Safety: automatic dates tracking (validity, calibration, maintenance)

NexCap® Mobile Assets Tracking 
solution is composed of three 
elements: 

Passive UHF RFID 
tags allowing a unique 
identification and 
monitoring of your assets 
as well as their storage 
location.

Industrial Mobile Readers 
(PDA & tablet) equipped with 
UHF RFID readers 500mW, 
for the identification of your 
assets and enterring field 
informations.

NexCap® Software 
Platform is composed of 
business interface installed 
on mobile readers and 
a web interface allowing 
consultation and remote 
administration of the entire 
NexCap® solution.

NexCap® MAT
BUSINESS SOFTWARE 

APPLICATION



NEXCAP® MOBILE

NEXCAP® WEB
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NexCap® MAT
BUSINESS SOFTWARE 

APPLICATION

Assets, references and locations identification

Movements of assets (sending, receiving, borrowing, 
restitution, consumption) 

Assets location

Assets specific control (calibration, maintenance, 
compliance with safety standards) 

Execution of scheduled tasks

Inventory of assets by RFID

Searching of assets by RFID

Associate an RFID tag to an article

OUR
APPLICATIONS

Containers

Fire equipments

Tools

Lifting equipments

Safety / SCBA equipments

Spare parts

Automatic and real-time inventory of stocks

Assets location 

Alerts (low stock, expiration date, etc.) 

Records and traceability of assets movements

Control reports

Data export

Planning and allocation of field operations (movements) 

Inventories reports

Administration (creation, modification, deletion)
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